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The most important thing is that you enjoy the game. It's that simple. We've got character customization. Think of our
characters as being analogous to your player model. You can edit their appearance, equip them with different weapons and
upgrade them over time. We've got vehicles. Want to drive a souped up tricycle? No problem! We've got vehicles as diverse as
jetpacks and hovercrafts. We've got races. Want to drive a souped up tricycle through a complex obstacle course? No problem!
We've got races as diverse as stage races and cross country duels. We've got games. Want to play a free for all online
deathmatch? No problem! Want to play a game of capture the flag? No problem! Want to play a game of duck hunt? No
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problem! We've got games as diverse as Bomb-It, Fission, and Plink. We're into rank. We've got leaderboards and community
rankings. Want to show everyone who's the best? Join a game and see! We've got server snapshots. We record server status
every two minutes, so you can see what the servers were like at the time. We're into matchmaking. Our matchmaking works so
well, it's automatic. As soon as you're ready to play, your opponent will find you. We're into customization. The main menu
shows all the vehicles you can drive and all the weapons you can equip. It'll also show you if you've unlocked more weapons.
We're into score. A multiplayer game usually doesn't involve a single player. We've got scoreboards and global rankings for
team games. Want to know how you're doing in comparison to the team? Join a game. We're into competition. Want to know
who's the best player? Want to know how you do in comparison to your friends? Join a game. Our rankings are based on
multiple factors and are derived from competitive matches. We've got dedicated servers. We want to make sure that you can
play whenever you want. We don't want you to get disconnected. We're into esports. We've got competitions such as the Blast
Invitational, where teams of eight compete against one another to see who's the best team. We're into community. We're into
welcoming new players. We're into the future. Our game's user interface is tailored to the current generation 82157476af
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